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The moon as usual was shining bright. The dog and the goat were sleeping tight.
The moon smiled as the dog's and the goat's snores reached him. He was happy because it was night.
Because, this is what happens at night.
The cow, the calf and the little cat. The smiling pig and the grumpy one at that.
The rooster, the rats, the goat and the dog and even the tiny spider have closed their eyes.
The moon smiled as the animals rested. He was happy because it was night!
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What happens at night? (English)

This is a simple story for very young children. They can have fun spotting animals (in one of the pages, the dog is mentioned in the text but not seen in the picture, the children will have to relate it to an earlier picture to find the dog!), practice animal names and also know that at night they just need to close their eyes and sleep and rest as the animals in the story are doing:
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